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B November 2013

Case Reference Number IRQOS18353

Dear

Information Request to the ICO

The Information Commissioner's Office has received a request for
information from Mr Jeff Lampert which has been passed to the
Information Governance Department to deal with..

The requester has asked us for a copy of the Ínformation provided to us

by Financial Conduct Authority in relation to our case reference
FS50488531 (Your reference - FOI2813) and therefore we wish to
consult your organisation about this request.

The request asks for the following information, "I request ALL information
retied on by the ICO in arriving at the decision of Bth October 20L3 in this
case." (FS50488531). Copies of these documents can be provided if
necessary.

We are writing to you, given your previous involvement with this case and
we would be grateful if you could let us know if any of the information you

have provided to the ICO on behalf of Financial Conduct Authority in

relation to this comptaint should not, in your view, be provided to the
requester.

We should make it clear that even if it is your preference that we should
not disclose this information this may not be enough to exempt it from
disclosure. Therefore, if you do object to any of the above information
being disclosed then clearly indicate what information you would wish to
be withheld, and on what basis, so that we can take your views into
account when considering this request. When providing a basis for
withholding any information please note that we can only do so in line
with the statutory exemptions/exceptions available within the legislation.

Due to the statutory deadlines; we would be grateful for your response to
this email by 15 November 2013

If you wish to respond by email please reply to this email, being careful
not to amend the information in the 'subject'field. This will ensure that
your response is added directly to this case.

please note that as much, if not all, of the information we hold relating to



this complaint will be the personal data of the requester we are therefore
treating this as a subject access request in accordance with section 7 of
the Data Protection Act 1998. In our role as data controller for this
ínformation we need to ensure that we provide requestors with all the
personal data which they are entitled to. Although we are exempt from
disclosing certain types of information it is in the public interest that we
are opën, transparent and accountable for the work that we do.

If there is additional information which is not considered to be the
requester's personal data then disclosure of this information will be
considered under the terms of the Freedom of Information Act 2000.
Dependent on the individual circumstances of each request we may also
consider whether any information can be disclosed on a discretionary
basis based on the information already available to the requester.

Please do contact me if you wish to discuss any aspect of this information
request to the ICO. I can be contacted directly on the telephone number
given below, however please note that I may not necessarily be the
officer ultimately dealing with this request.

Thank you very much for your assistance in this matter, and we look
forward to hearing from you shortly.

Yours sincerely

Michael Downs - Case Officer
Information Governa nce
Information Commissioner's Office
Telephone: 01625 545332



Directline: 

-

FOI Helpline: 0207 066 8080
Emaif: foi@fca.org.uk

Mr Michael Downs
Case Officer
Information Governance
Information Com missioners Office
(By email)

Our Ref:

Your Ref:

Financial Conduct Authority
25 The North Colonnade
Canary Wharf
London
E14 5HS

Tel: +44 (0)20 7066 1000
Fax:+44 (0)20 7066 1099
www.fca.org.uk

15 November 2013

FOI2813

rRQos1B353

Dear Mr Downs

Freedom of Information: Mr Jeff Lampert - IRQO518353

I am writing in response to your e-mail dated B November 2013 about a request for
information made to you from Mr Jeff Lampert. This has been passed to the Information
Commissíoner's Information Governance Department for actlon.

Mr Lampert has asked the ICO for the information you hold on your case reference
FS5O4BB531. This relates to his complaint to the ICO under the Freedom of Information Act
2OO0 ('FOIA") about the Financial Conduct Authority's ("FCA's) "handling of hls request with
our case refeience FOI2B13. You provided me with copies of the correspondence you have
(including that provided by the FCA) and have asked me to let you know if any of the
information should not, in the view of the FCA, be provided to Mr Lampert.

To summarise, we are generally content for our communícations with the ICO to be

disclosed. The main exception wñere we do not give consent is "the briefing notes to Lord

Adair Turner". Thls was provided for the ICO's information only to assist with your
investigation. This lnformaÈ¡on should be withheld from disclosure for the reasons stated
below. We should also wish to redact from any disclosure the direct telephone numbers and
personal signatures, where cited, of the FGA staff narned in the correspondence. These

individuals ãre all below the level of Manager. I have detailed the information where

consent is not given in the section below called "Exceptions to disclosures".

General orinciples

If I may, I would first like to reiterate that we have provided ínformation to the ICO solely

for the þurposes of the ICO investigating the complaínt made by Mr LampeÉ (FS50488531).

We belìeve the public interest is best served through the Information Commissioner
publíshing his findings by way of a Decision Notice (as in fact you did,on 8 October2O13).
We are sure this iJttre'mojt effective and preferable way for the ICO to carry out lts
regulatory functions of monitoring the performance of public authorities to ensure their
compliance with the relevant laws and Codes of Practice.
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It cannot be in the public interest to try to circumvent these statutory powers by way of a

complainant making a separate information request under information rights legislation for
the exchanges of information the ICO has had with the relevant authority (in this case the
FCA) and with whom it is or has been investigating.

Section 59 DPA

First, we believe the enactment in section 59 of the Data Protection Act ("DPA") applies to
the non-public information provided to the ICO by the FCA relating to our exchanges with
the ICO, and those named in them. Our opinion is that section 59(1Xa) of. the DPA is
satisfied because the information was provlded to the ICO for the purposes of the
Information Acts. The ICO would not have received this information had it not been the
regulator of the DPA and FOIA, and been provided this information as part of the
consideration of an alleged breach of that legislatíon.

In relation to section 59(lXc) of the DPA, the information has not been disclosed to the
public and therefore this does not provide a route to disclosure. Equally, in relation to
section 59(2) (b) the information was not provided to the ICO for the purpose of being
made available to the public (in whatever manner).

In relation to section 59(2), the DPA provides circumstances where lawful authority could be
achíeved. As noted above, to the extent that we provide consent, we are generally content
for our communications with the ICO to be disclosed. The main exceptions where we do
not give consent are set out in the section below called "Exceptions to disclosures",

To conclude on section 59 of the DPA, we consider there is a strong public interest in
lnformation being provided in confidence to the Information Commissioner, to enable him to
carry out his statutory duty, for this information to remaln confidential, and that this
information will not be disclosed without lawful authority. We consider that to do so would
inevitably hinder the flow of information in the future. Thls in turn would prejudice the
efiectiveness and efficiency of the ICO's regulatory functions and powers.

Section 31 of FOIA

In addition to the reasons cited above (which apply equally here), the FCA's vlew is that the
disclosure of the tnformation provided by the FCA to the ICO to carry out its investlgation of
the complaint made by Mr Lampeft (FS50488531) would prejudice the exercise of the ICO's

functions under section 31(lxg) by virtue of the purposes referred to in sections 31(2Xa)
and (c) of FOIA, In particuiai, i'the briefing notes to Lord Adair Turner" was provided by the
FCA to the ICO for tire purposes of the Infbrmation Acts. The ICO would not have received

this information had it not been that it was considering an alleged breach of FOIA.

Therefore, disclosure of this information would be likely to prejudice the effectiveness of its
regulatory functions by making public authorities more cautious and guarded in engaging
w¡th the ICO and less pro-active and positive in respect of the provision of information
concerning issues such as the ICO! investigations of potentlal breaches of the relevant
legislation and Codes of Practice as described above.

There is a public interest in the ICO providing a cost effective, timely and effícient
regulatory function of public authorities through co-operation and open dialogue. To do this
it must maintain the trust and confidence of the public authorities lt regulates and ensure
their co-operation is malntained. Thls is best achieved by an informal, open' voluntary and



uninhibited exchange of information with public authorities. That openness and co-
operation may be aãversely affected if details of their communicatlons with each other were
aiways to be made public. This would in turn prejudice the ICO's ability to deliver the levels
of service required of it. Furthermore, the recourse by the ICO to its more formal powers

would, as an alternative to informal discussions, make the process of engagement with
public authoríties more drawn out and less effective by reducing open dialogue and co-
operation. This canirot be in the public interest.

Exceotions to disclosures

That said, as requested, we have considered the public interest and the extent that
information may already be known to Mr Lampeft. I can confirm that we are content for a
major part of the ínformation exchanged between the ICO and the FCA to be disctosed but
with the exception of the following, which are exempt in their entirety:

Informptíqn to be wíthhetd from dísclosu-Le.

. The briefing notes with Appendix to Lord AdairTurner, dated 30 April 2OOg, entitled
"Letter from Rudi Vls on behalf of Jeff Lampert" (3 pages).

. The direct telephone number of- FcA.

.ThedirecttelephonenumberandsignatureoflI-)FcA.

. The direct telephone number and signature off nCA.

. The name ofe nce.

Conctusion

If you intend to dlsclose in part or in full any of the "Exceptions to disclosures" set out
above please may we be advlsed lmmediately and before such a disclosure is made? We

can then considerthe implications and consult with those who will be affected.

I trust the above addresses your questions. If you would like to discuss the content of this
letter or if you have any further queries please do not hesitate to contact me.

Yours sincerely

Information Access



B July 20Ls

Case Reference Number IRQO588654

DearlI
Thank you for your time when we spoke earlier.

fnformation Request to the ICO

The Information Commissioner's Office has received a request for
information from Mr Jeffrey Lampert which has been passed to the
Information Access Team for action.

Mr Lampert has asked us for information which was originally provided to
the ICO by the FSA on our case reference FS50488531 which, as you may
recall, relates to his complaint to the ICO about the FCA/FSA. As the
records we hold relating to Mr Lampert's complaint relate to him they will'
on the whole, fall within the definition of 'personal data'. We are therefore
treating this request partly as a subject access request in accordance with
section 7 of the Data Protection Act 1998 (DPA), and would be very
grateful for your assistance in dealing with this request. Note also that
any information not falling within the definition of 'personal data'will be

considered for disclo.sure under the Freedom of Information Act 2000
(FOrA) r'

Specifically, Mr Lampert has asked that we provide him with copies of the
briefing notes to Adair Turner (which were originally provided to the ICO

by way of supporting information in respect of the FSA's position on the
complaint at issue at the time).

The ICO has previously dealt with a request from Mr Lampert for this
information, which request was refused having regard to the provisions of
section*S9 of the DPA, and the associated provisions of sections 44 of the
FOIAqäd section ft,bf the DPA. The FCA did not consent for this
information to be diéclosed to Mr Lampert at the time and it has been so-
marked, as you will see from the attached.

I attach a copy of the requested information, and also a copy of the FCA

response to our consultation at the time of Mr Lampert's previous
request.

I am mindful, as last time, that the content of the briefing is largely
concerned with Mr Lampert's contact with the FSA, and therefore is to a

considerable degree, his personal data. Therefore, I wish to ensure that
Mr Lampert's rights under the DPA are addressed, as well as any rights of
access he may have under FOIA.



In accordance with the requirements of the DPA, and in particular section
7 of the Act, you will appreciate that as the Information Commissioner is

the data controller for the personal data the ICO holds about Mr Lampert
we need to ensure that we provide him with all the personal data to which
he is entitled. Although we are exempt from disclosing certain types of
information, it is in the public interest that we are open, transparent and
accountable for the work that we do.

Therefore, given your close involvement with this case we would be
grateful if you could fet us know if any of the information provided to the
ICO on behalf of the FCA in relation to Mr Lampert's complaint should not,
in your view, be provided to him. I should make it clear that even if it is
your preference that Mr Lampert should not see this information this may
not be enough to exempt it from disclosure to him. Therefore, we would
ask that if you do object to any of the information being disclosed to Mr
Lampert you should clearly indicate what information you would wish to
be withheld from him, and whY, so that we can take your views into
account when considering his request.

Noting the FCA's previously expressed views as to disclosure of the
information, I wish to check, among other things, whether the passage of
time has materially affected the FCA's position as to the disclosure of the
document. Clearly the ICO must observe the provisions of section 59 of
the DPA, and respects the confidences of the parties it is in contact with in
its role as a regulator (as is evident from our previous response to the
request, and the subsequent decision notice emanating from Mr Lampert's
complaint). I should not, however, assume that the FCA's position
remains as expressed in the attached consultation.

I note also that a considerable proportion of the briefing note's content is
given to a description of Mr Lampert's contact and correspondence with
the FSA/FCA. The facts described will therefore already be known to Mr

Lampert, so it is not immediately obvious what sensitivity this document
has which should prevent its disclosure to him.

I would therefore be grateful for the FCA's view as to disclosure of the
document to Mr Lampert. Please do contact me if you wish to discuss any
aspect of his request to the ICO. I can be contacted directly on the
telephone number given below (please note I am away on Friday 10 and
Monday 13 July).

Thank you very much for your assistance in this matter, and I look
forward to hearing from you shortly.

Yours sincerely



Steven Dickinson
Lead Information Access Officer

Information Commissioner's Office, Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9

5AF
T. 01625 545676 F. 01625 5245LO ico.org.uk twitter.com/iconews
Please consider the environment before printing this email
For secure emails over GSI please use steven,dickinson@ico,gsi.gov.uk



Direòt'line:-
FOI Helpline: 0207 066 8080
Email : freedomofi nformátionappeals@fca. org. uk

Steven Dickinson
Lead Informatíon Access Officer
Information Commissioner's Office
Wycliffe House
Water Lane
Wilmslow
Cheshire
SK9 sAF

F¡nancial Conduct Author¡ty
25 The North Colonnade
Canary Wharf
London
E145HS

Tel: +44 (0)20 7066 1000
Fax: +44 (0)20 7066 1 099
www.fca.org.uk

27 July 2OLS

FOr2813

rRQo588654

Our Ref:

Your Ref:

Dear Mr Dickinson

Freedom of Informat¡on: Information request to the ICO - IRQO588654

I refer to your e-mail dated B July 2015 about a new information request the Information
Commissioner's Office ("ICO") has received from Mr Jeffrey Lampert. Mr Lampert has asked
for infornìation that was originally provided to the ICO by the Financial Services Authority
("FSA') (your case reference FS50488531). This followed a complaint referred to the ICO
by Mr Lampert in 2b13 about his request below, made to the FSA on 20 December 2012
(ourreference FOI2B13), under the Freedom of Information Act 2000. This was for:

\All information held by the FSA in relat¡on to the recoveries made by Grant Thornton
fottowing the'appointment of Simon Morris and Scott Barnes of Grant Thornton as
Administrative Receivers to Heritage plc. For the avoidance of doubt please include
all correspondence on this matter with the Treasury, my then MP and other Members
of Parliament, and include briefing notes to Lord AdairTurner,"

New information request to the ICO

Yôu informed me that Mr Lampert's latest information request to the ICO specifically asks
that you provide him with copies of the briefing notes to Lord Adair Turner. These were
originally provided to the ICO in September 2013 by way of supporting information in

respect of the FSA's position on the complaint at issue at that time.

You say that as the.records you hold relate to Mr Lampert's complaint your view is that they
will, on thè whole, fall within the definition of 'personal data'. You are therefore treating Mr
Lampertk latest request to the ICO partly as a subject access request in accordance with
section 7 of the D.ata Protection Act 1998 ('DPA"). As such, you have asked for our
ass¡stance in dealing with this request. You also note that any information not falling within
the definition of 'personal data' will be considered for disclosure under the Freedom of
Information Act 2000 ("the FOI Act").

1
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Preliminary

As we have noted previously, from 1 April 2013 the FSA was succeeded by the Financial
Conduct Authority ("FCA"). Forconvenience, references in this letterto the'FCA are also to
its predecessor, the FSA, where appropriate

Your e-mail sets out the questions that you would like us to address. I have not repeated
these here to avoíd lengthening this letter.

Response to the ICO questions to the FCA

As you have noted, Mr Lampert made an information request to the ICO in October 2013
(your reference IRQ0518353). This was, in part, for the same or substantíally similar
information to that which he is now seeking.

In reply to your consultation with us at that time about Mr Lampert's request, we informed
you that we did not g¡ve consent to the disclosure of "the briefing notes to Lord Adair
Turner". We see no reason now to change our position from the time the ICO last consulted
us.

Thè Tribunals have upheld our view that we are not obliged to provide the "briefing notes"
and we believe it would be an abuse of the Information Acts to allow Mr Lampert to obtain
them via the ICO.

In consideriñg the briefing notes, we have taken into account that (i) the Information Acts
are directed at information rather than documents; and (ii) the Tribunals have decided that
not all the information we hold whích is connected with Mr Lampert "relates to" him for the
purposes of the DPA. We wóuld suggest, therefore, that the ICO would in theory need to
analyse the contents of the briefing notês, to decide under which Act they fall. As I have
said, however, the FCA is of the view that the information requested is exempt from
disclosure under both Acts.

My letter dated 23 August 2013 replying to Ms Pat Theaker, Case Officer Complainants
Resolution, about the complaint referred to the ICO in 2013 by Mr Lampert (your case
reference FS50488531), provides extensive background about our previous dealings with Mr
Lampert. This also includes referencês to the views expressed, and decisions made, by the
Tribunals in the appeals Mr Lampert has previously made or sought in relation to seeking
access to "the briefìng notes to Lord Adair.Turner". Not least, the Tribunals have decided
that Mr Lampert's January 2010 request was both vexatious and repeated under section 14
of the FOI Act. All Mr Lampeft's later challenges to the Tribunals have been described as
hopeless or (in the case of the decision in December 2O72 rejecting his judicial review
ctaim) "totally without merit" (see COI1057L120L2, dated 19 December 2QL2). I fufther
expanded upon this in some detail in my subsequent letter to Ms Theaker, dated 12
September 2013.

In addition, as I explained in my letter dated 15 November 2013 to your colleague Mike
Downs (i.e. your reference IRQ0518353), we believe the enactment in section 59 of the DPA

applies to the non-publíc information provided to the ICO by the FCA relating to our
exchanges with the ICO, and those named inrthem. Our opinion is that section 59(1Xa) of



the DPA is satisfied because the information was provided to the ICO for the purposes of the
Information Acts. The ICO would not have received this information had it not been.the
regulator of'the DPA and fbl Act, and been provided this information as part of the
consideration of an alleged breach of that legislatíon.

My letter also argued that in addition to the reasons cited above (which apply equally.here),
the FCA's view is that the disclosure of the information we provided to the ICO to carry out
its investigation of the complaint made by Mr Lampert (i.e. your refgr91ce FS50488531)
would pre¡dice the exercise of the ICO's functions under section 31(lxg) by virtue of the
prrposäs ieferred to in sections 31(2)(a) and (c) of the FOI Act. In parlicular, "the briefing
notàs to Lord Adair Turner" was provìded by the FCA to the ICO for the purposes of the
Information Acts. The ICO would not have received this information had ít not been that it
was considering an alleged Oreaitr of the FOI Act.

Finally, may I draw your attention to the ICO's own final response to the original
information request from Mr Lampert for all information relied on by the ICO in arriving at
the decision of B October 2Ot3 regardíng in his complaint against the FGA. The ICO

responded on 25 November 2013 saying that "the briefing notes to Lord Adair Turner" was

exempt from disclosure under section  q(L)(a) (Prohibitions on disclosure) of the FOI Act.

The Information Commissioner was subsequently asked by Mr Lampert to investigate this
decision (ICO reference FS505276O6). The Commissioner's decision notice, dated 6 May

2CJI4, coÀduded that the ICO was correct to apply section aa(lXa) of the FOI Act to the
requested information. See;https: //ico.org. uk/media/action-weve-taken/decision-
notices / 2O L4 / 99 LB2B / f s 50527 606. o df

t-1ere, too, we see no reason why the position should now change from the time the ICO last
considered this matter, particuiarly as this decision notice was ohly published just over
twelve months ago.

Conclusion.

To summarise, we do not give consent to disclosure of "the briefing notes to Lord Adair
Turnèr". Th.is information should be withheld from disclosure for the reasons stated above.

If you intend to publish any of this information may we be advised when this decision ís
made? We can then consider any sensitivity and the implications for the FCA, so we may

inform you accordingly.

I trust the above addresses your questions. If you would like to discuss the content of this
letter or if you have any fufther queries please do not hesitate to contact me.

Yours sincerely

Information Accéss Team
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